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CliffsQuickReview course guides cover the essentials of your toughest classes. Get a firm grip on

core concepts and key material, and approach your exams with newfound

confidence.CliffsQuickReview Linear Algebra demystifies the topic with straightforward explanations

of the fundamentals. This comprehensive guide begins with a close look at vector algebra (including

position vectors, the cross product, and the triangle inequality) and matrix algebra (including square

matrices, matrix addition, and identity matrices). Once you have those subjects nailed down, you'll

be ready to take on topics such asLinear systems, including Gaussian elimination and elementary

row operationsReal Euclidean vector spaces, including the nullspace of a matrix, projection into a

subspace, and the Rank Plus Nullity TheoremThe determinant, including definitions, methods, and

Cramerâ€™s RuleLinear transformations, including basis vectors, standard matrix, kernal and

range, and compositionEigenvalues and Eigenvectors, including definitions and illustrations,

Eigenspaces, and diagonalizationCliffsQuickReview Linear Algebra acts as a supplement to your

textbook and to classroom lectures. Use this reference in any way that fits your personal style for

study and reviewÂ â€”Â the information is clearly arranged and offered in manageable units. Here

are just a few of the features youâ€™ll find in this guide:A review of core conceptsClear diagrams

and loads of formulasEasy to understand definitions and explanationsPlenty of examples and

detailed solutionsWith titles available for all the most popular high school and college courses,

CliffsQuickReview guides are a comprehensive resource that can help you get the best possible

grades.
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This book is an excellent introduction or review of linear algebra. It presents the most important

aspects of basic linear algebra quickly, concisely, and accurately. It begins with concepts from

vector and matrix algebra and continues through 318 pages to end with Eigenvalues and

Eigenvectors. It presents a concept, e.g., linear independence, and then provides at least one

example illustrating the concept. After a short discussion of each new concept, a fully-worked

example is provided. Pages frequently appear with multiple examples.There are no exercises with

answers for the student to check their comprehension. You can instead use the examples as

exercises, which works quite well since the examples are fully worked out. However, you must bring

your own motivation to this Quick Review. Although the work is over 300 pages it presents "just the

facts" and spends essentially no time building motivation or interest. Highly recommended, but only

for the self-motivated reader.

This is a nice introduction to vector and matrix algebra. It also introduces projection, linear

transformation,and eigenvalues and eigenvectors. This would not be great text for someone taking

a linear algrebra course as it does not have additional excercises with solutions. It would make a

nice addition to the text if Wiley republishes. I would also suggest that a chapter on complex vectors

be added. If you need a quick introduction to the concepts of linear algebra this is a affordable book

and the level of difficulty not unreasonable for most self learners.

It won't help you pass a college Linear Algebra course.At least it didn't help me.Problem is that it's

just too small to really go into any depth so all it's good for is if you need help memorizing the

formulas for the determinant, eigenvalue,etc.If you don't understand the concepts behind all the

formulas this book won't help at all!Then again I guess that's all it aims to do.Also some of the

notation may vary from what you see in other linear algebra books.Schaum's Outline of Linear

Algebra was a lot more helpful and it only cost a little more.

great for review before jumping into old or new textbooks for more in depth study.

this book is an excellent addition to or replacement for your college text. i was even able to stop



attending class. thanks!
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